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1. Overview

The FRACing process enables government MDOs to build an accurate picture of the

relationships and the full list of positions, roles, activities, competencies and knowledge

resources relevant to them.

MDOs can assign roles related to FRAC to the users on the iGOT platform. While

onboarding new users , MDO Admin needs to choose the user roles.

2. Audience

This user manual has been created to enable FRAC users to leverage the FRAC portal on

the iGOT platform to create, review  and manage roles, activities, competencies ,

positions and knowledge resources

3. Key actors

The key actors and roles in managing the FRAC  portal are the following:

Actor Description

FRAC Admin Administor who can create, review and manage the FRAC
portal

IFU Member Creates positions, roles, activities, competencies and

knowledge resources that needs to be added into the

dictionary

L1 reviewer Reviews the position, roles, activities , competencies and
knowledge resources and sent it to L2 reviewer for final
review

L2 reviewer Reviews the position, roles, activities , competencies and
knowledge resources and publish it to FRAC dictionary

4. Pre-requisites

In order to access the features of the MDO portal, MDO Admin user will need the

following:

1. Access to FRAC portal: A link to the appropriate FRAC portal is needed.

For eg:

Karmayogi user portal link: https://igotkarmayogi.gov.in/
FRAC portal: https://frac.igotkarmayogi.gov.in/
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2. Login credentials with the required roles.

5. FRAC Portal
FRAC portal is used to create , review and manage position, roles, activities,

competencies and knowledge resources.

5.1 Dashboard

The Dashboard is the first page the user will land upon after successfully logging in. Here

the users will be provided with the overall count of all positions, roles, activities,

competencies, and knowledge resources that are currently available on the platform via

the Tool.

Upon clicking on the displayed tiles, users can navigate through the various pages (e.g.,

clicking on “Positions” will lead you to the page below).

There is a section below the Position, Roles, Activities, Competencies and

Knowledge resources title which has a list of videos and FAQs to help users

do FRAC better.
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Below that we see a reviewer’s dashboard.

5.2 Explore

The Explore page shows the users a graphical network of all positions, roles, activities,

competencies, and knowledge resources. Users are also able to use the search bar to look

for a specific component that has been mapped and is available on the system.
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IFU Member, L1 reviewer , L2 reviewer and FRAC Admin  will be able to edit or create a

new position, role, activity, competency and knowledge resources

Note: This is an experimental feature, and will undergo many changes before it is fully

usable.
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5.3 Collections

The Collections page allows users( IFU Member, L1 reviewer, L2 reviewer, FRAC Admin)

to create new positions, roles, activities, competencies, and knowledge resources as well

as map these components to each other.

Users can select any of the menu items (displayed on the right-side pane) in any order as

they choose (i.e., you do not have to create a new role to add a new activity etc.).

Additionally, all components can be added or be mapped together. For example: positions,

roles, activities, competencies, and knowledge resources can also be added individually,

or; multiple roles can be added to a single position, or; multiple knowledge resources can

be mapped to a single activity, and so on and so forth. Any combination of the components

is possible.
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5.3.1 Positions

The position label is defined as the place in which an individual is located in an organization,

entrusted with a set of roles and activities to be carried out.

5.3.1.1 Create new position

1.  After you login, you will land on the Dashboard.

2. On the navigation bar, click “Collections”.

3. To view the list of existing positions, click on “Positions” on the left pane of the

Collections.
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4. Click on “New Position” to add a new position (alternatively, if you wish to either adopt

or modify an existing position, the search feature will allow you to do so). While the

Position ID will be generated automatically, you must add the Position Label and Position

Description

The MDO will be automatically filled as per the MDO of the logged in user; if the user is a

member of the FRAC review board, the user will be able to manually add the name of the

MDO.
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5. Click on “Send for review” to complete the process. Clicking on the “Save as draft”

button will save the Position but not submit for review. Content filled in fields can also be

discarded.

6. Information about any update made to the position will be displayed in the “Activity log”

in the right pane of the position.

5.3.1.2 Edit Position

1. Click on the Position which needs edit/change.
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2. To make the changes through collaboration, write the details in the chat window and

click on the “Send” button.

3. Make the required changes and click on “Send for review” to submit or “Save as draft”

to save it to make changes later before submitting.

5.3.1.3 From Explore

1. Click on the “Explore” menu on the top bar.
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2. Here, click on “Create new item” and select the item type “Positions” from the left side

menu.

3. While the Position ID will be generated automatically, you must add the Position Label

and Position Description.
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4. Click on “Submit” to complete the process.

5.3.1.4 Edit From Explore

1. Click on the “Explore” menu on the top bar.

2. Click on the Position node (coloured dot) which you want to edit.
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3. Click on the “Edit” button.

4. Make the edit and click on “Save” to complete the process.
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5.3.2 Roles
Roles describe the overall objective of a group of activities and how they contribute to the

position.

5.3.2.1 Creating a new role

1. After you login, you will land on the Dashboard.

2. On the navigation bar, click “Collections”.
3. To view the list of existing roles, click on “Roles” on the left pane of the Collections.
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4. Click on “New Role” to add a new role (alternatively, if you wish to either adopt or

modify an existing role, the search feature will allow you to do so). While the Role ID

will be generated automatically, you must add the Role Label and Role Description.

5. Click on “Send for review” to complete the process. Clicking on the “Save as draft”

button will save the Role but not submit for review.

6. Information about any update made to the role will be displayed in the “Activity log” in

the right pane of the role.
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5.3.2.2 Edit Role

1. Click on the Role which needs edit/change

2. To make the changes through collaboration, write the details in the chat window and

click on the “Send” button.
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3. Make the required changes and click on “Send for review” to submit or “Save as draft”

to save it to make changes later before submitting

5.3.2.3 From Explore

1. Click on the “Explore” menu on the top bar.
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2. Click on the “Create new item” and select the item type “Roles” from the left side

menu.

3. While the Role ID will be generated automatically, you must add the Role Label and

Role Description.

4. Click on “Submit” to complete the process.
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5.3.2.4 Edit From Explore

1. Click on the “Explore” menu on the top bar.

2. Click on the Role node (coloured dot) which needs to be edited.
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3. Click on the “Edit” button.

4. Make the edit and click on “Save” to complete the process

5.3.3 Roles
Roles describe the overall objective of a group of activities and how they contribute to the

position. Roles help understand the mandate of a position. There could be similar

positions across the government, but differentiated by the roles they form. Roles help

articulate these distinctions by highlighting why the position exists and how it works

towards larger organizational goals and priorities.

5.3.3.1 Create new Role

1. After you login, you will land on the Dashboard.

2. On the navigation bar, click “Collections”
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3. To view the list of existing activities, click on “Activities” on the left pane of the

Collections.

4. Click on “New Activity” to add a new activity (alternatively, if you wish to either adopt

or modify an existing activity, the search feature will allow you to do so). While the

Activity ID will be generated automatically, you must add the Activity Type and Activity

Description.
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5. Click on “Send for review” to complete the process.
6. Information about any update made to the activity will be displayed in the “Activity log”

in the right pane of the activity.
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5.3.3.2 Edit Activity

1. Click on the Activity which needs edit/change.

2. To make the changes through collaboration, write the details in the chat window and

click on the “Send” button.

3. Make the required changes and click on “Send for review” to submit or “Save as draft”

to save it to make changes later before submitting.
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5.3.3.3 From Explore

1. Click on the “Explore” menu on the top bar.

2. Click on the “Create new item” and select the item type “Activities” from the left side

menu.
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3. While the Activity ID will be generated automatically, you must add the Activity

Description.

4. Click on “Submit” to complete the process.

5.3.3.4 Edit From Explore

1. Click on the “Explore” menu on the top bar.
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2. Click on the Activity node (coloured dot) which needs to be edited.

3. Click on the “Edit” button.
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4. Make the edit and click on “Save” to complete the process.

5.3.4 Competency
Competencies are a combination of attitudes, skills, and knowledge that enable an

individual to perform a task or activity successfully in a given job and roles are the starting

point for arriving at them.

Competencies help with:
1. Providing information on individual requirements from a role

2. Identifying learning and development needs for government officials

3. Streamlining the recruitment process

5.3.4.1 Creating a new competency

1. After you login, you will land on the Dashboard.

2. On the navigation bar, click “Collections”.
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3. To view the list of existing competencies, click on “Competencies” on the

left pane of the Collections.
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4. Click on “New Competency” to add a new competency (alternatively, if you wish to

either adopt or modify an existing competency, the search feature will allow you to do

so). While the Competency ID will be generated automatically, you must add the

Competency Label, Competency Description, Competency Type, Competency Area,

Competency Level, Competency Level Label (optional) and Competency Level

Description for each level added.
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5. Add Competency Label, Competency Description and Competency Type.

6. Add Competency Area.

7. Add Competency Level. Bullet points will automatically appear when drafting the

Competency ‘Level Description. Additionally, competency source and its url needs to

be added and also the associated roles can be mapped.
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8. Selecting the “i” level description icon gives generic information on all the levels.

9. Click on “Send for review” to complete the process.

Information about any update made to the competency will be displayed in the “Activity

log” in the right pane of the competency.
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5.3.4.2 Edit Competency

1. Click on the Competency which needs edit/change.

2. To make the changes through collaboration, write the details in the chat window and

click on the “Send” button.

3. Make the required changes and click on “Send for review” to submit or “Save as draft”

to save it to make changes later before it is submitted.
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5.3.4.3 From Explore

1. Click on the “Explore” menu on the top bar.

2. Click on the “Create new item” and select the item type “Competencies” from the left

side menu.

3. While the Competency ID will be generated automatically, you must add the

Competency Label, Competency Description, Competency Type, Competency Area,

Competency Level, Competency Level Label (optional) and Competency Level

Description.
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4. Click on “Submit” to complete the process.

5.3.4.4 Edit From Explore

1. Click on the “Explore” menu on the top bar.

2. Click on the Competency node (coloured dot) which needs to be edited.
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3. Click on the “Edit” button.

4. Make the edit and click on “Save” to complete the process.
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5.3.5 Knowledge Resources

5.3.5.1 Creating a new knowledge resource

1. After you login, you will land on the Dashboard.

2. On the navigation bar, click “Collections”.
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3. To view the list of existing knowledge resources, click on “Knowledge Resources” on

the left pane of the Collections

4. Click on “New Knowledge Resource” to add a new knowledge resource (alternatively,

if you wish to either adopt or modify an existing knowledge resource, the search

feature will allow you to do so). While the Knowledge Resource ID will be generated

automatically, you must add the Knowledge Resource Label, Knowledge Resource

Description, Knowledge Resource URL and/or upload Knowledge Resource files.
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5. Click on “Send for review” to complete the process. Information about any update

made to the knowledge resource will be displayed in the “Activity log” in the right

pane of the knowledge resource.

5.3.5.2 Edit Knowledge resource

1. Click on the Competency which needs edit/change.

2. To make the changes through collaboration, write the details in the chat window and

click on the “Send” button.

3. Make the required changes and click on “Send for review” to submit or “Save as draft”
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to save it to make changes later before submitting.

5.3.5.3 From Explore

1. Click on the “Explore” menu on the top bar.

2. Click on the “Create new item” and select the item type “Knowledge Resource” from

the left side menu.

3. While the Knowledge Resource ID will be generated automatically, you must add the

Knowledge Resource Label, Knowledge Resource Description and a Knowledge

Resource file and/or URL.
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4.  Click on “Submit” to complete the process.

5.3.5.4 Edit From Explore

1. Click on the “Explore” menu on the top bar.

2. Click on the Knowledge Resource node (coloured dot) which needs to be edited.
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3. Click on the “Edit” button.

4. Make the edit and click on “Save” to complete the process.
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5.4 Review (FRAC L1 reviewer) and Review & Accept board ( FRAC L2 reviewer))

The Review page is only accessible to the FRAC review board where members of the

review board (L1 technical check members and L2 review and accept board members)

can review the positions, roles, activities, and competencies that are added to the

platform by various stakeholders (namely, by MDO representatives, individual officials,

or CBP providers).

The FRAC review board goes through each of the added positions, roles, activities, and

competencies and decides whether it needs to be approved, or rejected. It is mandatory

for the FRAC review board to add a comment as to why they have rejected it. The review

board can also make changes to the positions, roles, activities, and competencies

themselves as required.

In the latest workflow of FRAC, we have added a 3-step review process:
1. Scrubbing (IFU Member) - Where multiple members collaborate, scrub and draft

the items

2. Technical check (FRAC REVIEWER L1)- All the items submitted from the scrubbing

level undergo a technical check. These reviewers can edit or reject the item with a

rejection note that goes to the creator.

3. Review board (FRAC REVIEWER L2) - All the approved items from technical check

reviewers come here and upon approval, the items get added to the FRAC dictionary.

Upon rejection with a note, the item goes back to the creator.

Note: As of now, the review process for knowledge resources is not available
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To review, follow the below steps

1. Click on the “Review” menu on the top bar. L1 access members can view positions,
roles, activities and competencies sent for review from the scrubber while L2 access
members can view the same which are sent for review from the L1 members and not
the scrubber.

2. Click on the position/role/activity/competency menu on the left pane to see the list.
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3. Verify the details of the position/role/activity/competency, make changes if necessary

and take action whether to approve or reject.
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1. Chat with other reviewers while reviewing a Position/Role/Activity/Competency.

2. If rejecting, add a rejection note.
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3. On approving, you will see this.

4. An approved item is published to the public dictionary.
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5. A rejected item is sent back to the scrubber for revisions.
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6. FRAC Dictionary
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The Level 2 reviewed competencies will automatically be listed in the public FRAC

dictionary.

7. FRAC Menu
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7.1 Feedback

Feedback and Rating for position, roles, activities, competencies and knowledge resources

can be given from their respective screens. This feature is available for all the FRAC users.

This form can be accessed from the dashboard profile icon dropdown. You can send us your

feedback/suggestions or any changes you would like to see in the FRACing Tool using the link

below:

https://forms.gle/2DxEhBYL2J6B6wCj6

7.2 Walkthrough
The profile icon dropdown also has walkthrough option and selecting the same will  lead  to a
page with video of the FRAC tool
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7.3  What’s New

The ‘What’s new’ option of the same dropdown upon selection opens up the page with
version details along with the changes.
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